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I've just finished a little private survey of culinary opinion—and I think

you'll he surprised at the results. I know I was. I've been asking everybody I

know how to make a good meat-and-vegetable stew . And every person I asked had a

different answer.

One good cook makes her stew with veal, and called it fricassee—apparently

the recipe was of French origin. Another favorite was goulash—a imngarian stew,

seasoned with hay leaves and whole cloves. Then of course, some voted for the

English kidney stew—and there was a staunch supporter for Irish stew.

In fact, there seen to he as many different kinds of stew as there are

different kinds of cooks. This hearty dish goes by different names—and it's made

with different meats, different combinations of vegetables, different seasonings.

Even chili con came is a stew—according to the Spanish and Ilexican custom. Then

there's chop suey—another version of stew. And the Italian stew takes the form of

a thick meat mixture to serve with spaghetti.

Of course, America has more different stews than any other country—because

cooks from different nations have brought their stew recipes with them. Sometimes

the stew is made by an Old "7b rid recipe, handed down without a change from one

generation to the next. But more often, the cook takes the old time ingredients

and combines them according to the modern scientific method.

There's no hard-and-fast rule for malting stews. But there are a few general

principles to follow if you want to be sure of good results. So I've gathered up
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some material from the United States Bureau of Home Economics on the modern method

of making stews. And here it is:

"If "ou want a stew with a deep "brown color and rich flavor

—

start by

browning the meat in hot fat. You can dip it in flour first, if you like that

special flavor.

"'Then finish cooking the meat in water—"barely enough to cover. Remember

the meat should cook at a low temperature—that is, simmered, not "boiled. Allow

plenty of time to soften the connective tissue and make the meat tender."

ilow here's a good slogan to follow in making stews Long cooking for the

meat, sho rt cooking for the vegetables, rood values disappear when vegetables are

t overcooked, even when you cook them as part of a stew. So, wait until near serving

time "before you add the vegetables—and then cook them only until they are tender.

Short cooking means full flavor—bright color, and firm texture for the vegetables.

'.'.hen you choose the vegetables to put in your stew— think of how they will

look when served, think of the color and flavor combinations you'll get in the

finished product.

You might have carrots, potatoes, and onions—but that combination is only

the beginning for the cook with imagination. Lima beans, tomatoes, and corn are

used in Brunswick stew—a typically American dish, named after a county in Virginia.

If you'd like a change from potatoes—you might use turnips, rutabagas, or parsnips

instead. And if you'd like to add some green color—choose Brussels sprouts,

cabbage, peas, green pepper, or snap beans.

But let's not spend too much time on vegetables—after all, it's the meat

that starts the stew. And here the low-priced meats really come into their own.

You can get a tender, savory stew with the less tender cuts— if you cook them long

and slowly. And these low-priced meats a.re just as nutritious as the higher-priced

steaks and chops.
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If you're buying beef for stew, you might clioose the heel of round—a well-

flavored boneless cut from above the hind shank. Or -ou might use the fore shank.

Although tlie shank has quite a bit of bone, you can easily trim off the mea.t and

cut it into uniform pieces for stew. And the flank is also an excellent stew neat

—

even though the fibers are coarse. 3esides these, there's the neck— short ribs

—

plate—and brisket—all quite suitable for stews.

If -ou want veal or lamb
,
you might use the meat from a small, lean shoulder.

Or you might get riblets, by cutting between the ribs of the breast. Then there

are other irregularly shaped pieces of veal, lamb, or pork to use.

The meat organs are another good addition to your list of stew meats, hany

of them are low in price, and they add vitamins and minerals to the meal. There

are beef kidneys, of course—but also calf, lamb, and pork kidneys. Heart, tongue,

and liver can also be stewed.

Seasoning for your stew depends on the meat and vegetables you're using.

Salt and pepper o.re taken for granted. ... celery, parsley, and onion are also

standard stew seasonings. 3ut don't forget about thyme, marjoram, celery salt,

and curry powder if you want to lift an ordinary stetr above the comj.ionpla.ee. And

there's paprika, too. It gives the stew a dark color—much liked by the Trench

and used in their ragout.

And that's just a small idea of what you can do along the line of stews.

Keep these hearty dishes in mind for feeding hungry folks on cold days.




